ORDERING INFORMATION
STOCK NO.: 19600
PACKAGE SIZE: 470ml

DESCRIPTION
A liquid silicone agent that prevents Devcon epoxies and urethanes from sticking to patterns and mould surfaces, ensuring easy release. Flashpoint 46°C

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
• Any metal surfaces, alloys, plaster castings
• Rubber surfaces, plastics, wood and concrete

APPLICATION
Pour a generous amount of Release Agent onto a clean lint-free cloth. Lightly rub onto the part or piece of equipment gently, leaving a thin, shiny coat. The area should then be allowed to dry for 3-5 minutes until agent is semi-dry to the surface prior to application of epoxy or urethane products. A brush can be used for intricate mould surfaces, to ensure Release Agent gets into every part. Approximate coverage is 20m²/L however this is dependant on the porosity of the surface. Use only on solid or sealed surfaces. If the master is plaster, wood or other porous material, seal with a suitable coating before applying Devcon Release Agent.

PRECAUTION
For complete safety and handling information, please refer to the appropriate Material safety Data Sheets prior to using this product.

WARRANTY
ITW Performance Polymers will replace any material found to be defective. As the storage, handling and application of this material is beyond our control we can accept no liability for the results obtained.

DISCLAIMER
All information on this data sheet is based on laboratory testing and is not intended for design purposes. ITW Performance Polymers makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning this data.

For product information visit www.devconeurope.com alternatively for technical assistance please call +353 61 771 500.